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a b s t r a c t
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) streaming has become a popular platform for transmitting live content.
However, due to their increasing popularity, P2P live streaming systems may be the target
of user opportunistic actions and malicious attacks, which may greatly reduce streaming
rate or even stop it completely. In this article, we focus on a speciﬁc type of attack called
content pollution, in which malicious peers tamper or forge media data, introducing fake
content before uploading it to their partners in the overlay network. Speciﬁcally, we present a new decentralized reputation system, named SimplyRep, that quickly identiﬁes and
penalizes content polluters, while incurring in low overhead in terms of bandwidth consumption. We evaluate our method with both simulation and experiments in PlanetLab,
comparing it against two previously proposed approaches, namely, a centralized black list
and a distributed reputation system, in various scenarios. Our results indicate that SimplyRep greatly outperforms the two alternatives considered. In particular, both black list and
the distributed reputation method perform poorly when polluters act jointly in a collusion
attack, reaching a data retransmission overhead (triggered by polluted chunks received) of
70% and 30%, respectively, whereas the overhead experienced by SimplyRep is at most 2%.
Our results also show that SimplyRep is able to quickly isolate almost all polluters under a
dissimulation attack, being also somewhat robust to a whitewashing attack, although the
latter remains a challenge to effective P2P streaming.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
P2P live streaming is becoming increasingly popular. Indeed, some important TV channels already broadcast their
live content on the Internet using P2P technology. For
example, CNN relied on a P2P platform to assist CDNs on
the live transmission of the Barack Obama’s inauguration
speech, which is seen as one of the largest live video event
in the history of the Internet. In fact, the live transmission
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exceeded 1.3 million simultaneous streams, more than half
of which were delivered over a P2P network.1
Despite the recent success, P2P live streaming protocols
are very susceptible to malicious attacks, which can hinder
their adoption as an alternative architecture to traditional
client server protocols. Moreover, security issues in P2P
live systems are more challenging than in other P2P applications because live transmissions are more vulnerable to
QoS ﬂuctuations due to their strict delay constraints.
1
This statistic was extracted from an article entitled ‘‘CNN: Inauguration
P2P Stream a Success, Despite Backslash’’, by Janko Roettgers, published at
the GigaOM portal on February 7th 2009, and available, as of August 2012,
at http://gigaom.com/video/cnn-inauguration-p2p-stream-a-successdespite-backlash/.
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One particular malicious attack that threatens P2P
streaming is content pollution, where malicious peers (polluters) tamper or forge media data, introducing fake content
and/or advertisements, before uploading it to their partners.
Moreover, non-malicious (i.e., legitimate) peers cannot easily distinguish between polluted and genuine content before
watching it. Thus, unaware of the legitimacy of a piece of
content they received, these peers end up forwarding polluted content to their own partners, acting as passive polluters. Without proper defense mechanisms, polluted data
spreads quickly over the P2P network, causing signiﬁcant
impact on the system in terms of resource (particularly
bandwidth) consumption and streaming quality [1–3].
Various strategies to ﬁght pollution attacks have been
proposed in the literature, including black listing [1,4],
hash-based signatures [1,5,6,3], data encryption [1,3] and
reputation systems [2,7,8]. In spite of that, most popular
applications do not use any protocol or data encryption
strategy [1], possibly because existing techniques may signiﬁcantly increase both processing and communication
overhead (and thus peer resource requirements), as well
as media startup latency. Thus, most current P2P live applications remain vulnerable to pollution attacks.
In this article, we tackled the problem of ﬁghting content pollution in P2P live streaming systems by proposing
a new simple and decentralized reputation system. Our system, called SimplyRep, aims at quickly detecting peers that
upload polluted content, here referred to as content polluters. Unlike previous decentralized reputation systems [2,9–
15], in SimplyRep, a peer reputes its partners based solely
on the rate of polluted/damaged data it received from them.
To that end, SimplyRep relies on any existing method to detect polluted content once it is received [6,5,1,16–18]. A
peer chooses to remove a partnership if its computed reputation score falls below a locally deﬁned reputation threshold. Eventually, content polluters are identiﬁed and isolated
from all other peers, and stop receiving the live content.
We also designed a dynamic threshold mechanism that
allows previously detected polluters to rehabilitate themselves and rejoin the live transmission. The mechanism
works by letting each peer independently change its local
reputation threshold depending on the status of the system
as perceived by it. If the peer senses the P2P system is currently free of attacks, it lowers its threshold allowing new
partnerships with lowly reputed peers, thus giving them a
chance to regain their reputations. If, otherwise, the peer detects that the system is currently under attack, it raises its
threshold to identify and penalize polluters more quickly.
We evaluated SimplyRep, with both simulation and
experiments in a real setup running on PlanetLab [19],
comparing it against two previously proposed approaches
to deal with malicious peers, namely, a centralized black
list and a distributed reputation system called StRepS [2],
in various scenarios. Recall that SimplyRep relies only on
the individual experiences of the peer to compute reputations. StRepS, in contrast and like various previous reputation mechanisms [9–12], computes reputations by using
the individual experiences of the local peer and of its partners (referred to as network testimony), combining them
into a single reputation score. This difference makes it a
good baseline to evaluate our new method. Our evaluation

was performed with varying numbers of polluters as well
as with and without collusion of content polluters. Moreover, we also evaluated the impact of key parameters of
SimplyRep on its effectiveness, as well as its robustness
to dissimulation and whitewashing attacks. In the former,
content polluters dynamically change their behavior, by
alternating between sending polluted content and forwarding only legitimate content. In the latter, polluters
repeatedly leave and rejoin the system with new identities,
aiming at loosing their prior reputations.
We highlight three main results in this work. First, to
motivate the need of a method to detect content polluters,
we show that simply detecting and discarding polluted content before forwarding it is not an effective defense strategy
as polluters remain active ﬂooding the system with polluted
content. Moreover, peers have to request new copies of the
polluted data received, generating signiﬁcant data retransmission overhead and/or unacceptable delays and data loss
in the transmission. Second, both black listing and StRepS do
not achieve good results in case of a collusion attack from a
reasonably large number of polluters, with overheads due to
data retransmission of at least 90% and 30%, respectively.
Speciﬁcally, we found that, by relying on the network testimony to build reputation scores, StRepS becomes very vulnerable to divergences among the individual experiences.
In contrast, the new SimplyRep is able to identify and isolate
polluters very fastly, even under collusion and dissimulation attacks, presenting a retransmission overhead that
quickly drops to less than 2%. Finally, we show that
SimplyRep is reasonably robust to the challenging whitewashing attack, presenting an overhead that, despite somewhat larger than in the other scenarios considered, is still
reasonably low (8%) after an initial convergence period.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents basic concepts of P2P live streaming systems and
discusses the impact of content pollution on these applications. Section 3 introduces our new decentralized reputation mechanism to ﬁght content pollution, and also
describes two previous strategies that are here compared
against our method. Our evaluation methodology is discussed in Section 4, and our main results are presented
in Section 5. Section 6 reviews other related studies. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Content pollution in P2P live streaming systems
In this section, we review the fundamental concepts
and mechanisms adopted by currently popular P2P live
streaming systems, on which our simulation and PlanetLab
experiments are based (Section 2.1). We also report on the
results of an experiment to assess the impact of a pollution
attack against a currently very popular P2P live application
(Section 2.2).
2.1. Live P2P streaming: basic concepts
Various currently popular P2P live streaming systems,
such as SopCast, PPLive and GridMedia,2 use a non2
www.sopcast.com, www.pplive.com and www.gridmedia.com.cn,
respectively.
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structured mesh-based overlay network, in which peers
establish partnerships among themselves to build the P2P
overlay. These applications maintain a list of channels, each
one transmitting live content over its own P2P network,
independently from the others. For each channel, the server
generates the live content, splitting the media into chunks,
which are transmitted over the network for later exhibition.
Peers, in turn, explicitly request media chunks from their
partners and also serve their requests.
In order to join a live streaming channel, a peer pi registers itself at a centralized bootstrap server B, which returns to pi a list of peers that are currently active in the
system and represent the potential partners of pi. Peer pi
selects n peers from this list, and tries to establish partnerships with them. Successfully established partnerships
determine the set of partners of pi. While in the system,
pi periodically exchanges keep-alive messages with its
partners. Partners that remain silent for too long are removed from the set of partners. Peer pi may try to establish
new partnerships within its list of potential partners, and
may also contact the bootstrap server to obtain a new list
of potential partners.
Active peers exchange media chunks only with their
partners. More precisely, each peer pi keeps a chunk map
cmi that speciﬁes the chunks that pi currently has in its buffer and the chunks it still needs. Peers often exchange their
chunk maps with their partners, thus learning each other’s
chunk needs and availabilities. Note that a chunk has a
window of interest for each peer, deﬁned as the interval
between the instant when the chunk is received by the
peer until its playback time. Peer pi removes a chunk from
its chunk map cmi as soon as its window of interest expires.
Thus, peers only try to download and upload a given chunk
during a certain period of time, up to its playback deadline.
There are two main chunk scheduling policies. In the
Rarest First (RF) policy, a peer schedules chunk requests
depending on chunk availability, favoring requests for
chunks that are rarer in the chunk maps of its partners.
In the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) policy, a peer schedules
chunk requests favoring chunks that will be required sooner for playback.
Note that a malicious peer can easily alter, forge or damage live media chunks, and forward polluted content to its
partners in response to their requests, thus wasting network
and processing resources. Content pollution is a particular
concern in live P2P streaming as most popular applications
do not employ any data encryption mechanism that could
help pollution detection, transmitting data and control messages in clear text [1]. Thus, the impact of a pollution attack
can be quite detrimental, as we further discuss next.
2.2. The impact of a pollution attack on SopCast
In order to assess the impact of a pollution attack
against a real P2P live streaming system, we set up a controlled experimental environment with SopCast, a currently very popular P2P live application. Our setup
consisted of a streaming media server and up to 400 peers
running on PlanetLab nodes [19], spread all over the world.
In order to restrict our attack to the controlled environment, therefore avoiding any harm to real external clients,

3

Fig. 1. Impact of a pollution attack on SopCast.

we created a private SopCast channel, and did not announce it in the SopCast web page. Neither the server
nor any peer had any extra processing and bandwidth constraint (other than the constraints of the hardware available in each PlanetLab node), and the available resources
were abundant for the private channel bitrate (120 kbps).
Moreover, peers were conﬁgured to remain active in the
system throughout the transmission.
We ran 22 experiments, varying the number of peers
from 352 to 400. In each experiment, which consisted of
a 5-min live transmission, one peer was randomly selected
to be a polluter. During the ﬁrst 2 min of transmission, the
polluter acted just like a regular peer. After that, it started
attacking the system, altering every received chunk before
forwarding it to its partners.3 The attack lasted for approximately 2 min. We measured the number of altered chunks
received by each peer throughout the experiment.
We found that, on average, approximately 29% of all
chunks received during the attack are polluted, although
only around 30% of these chunks were uploaded by the
polluter. Possible reasons for such large fraction of polluted
chunks are: (1) legitimate peers passively forwarded polluted content; (2) due to network delays, peers may have
requested the same chunk multiple times thus increasing
the chance of receiving multiple copies of the same (polluted) chunk; and (3) if the polluter happens to be a node
with many resources, chances are that it will establish a
large number of partnerships, thus increasing the number
of peers to which it will forward polluted content. We note
that this result is consistent with those reported by Dhungel et al. [1] in a similar experiment with PPLive.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 1, for one of the experiments, on average 260 out of the 400 peers were infected
(i.e., received polluted chunks) during the attack. Thus, a
single naive polluter was able to reach almost 65% of all
peers in the system. These results provide evidence that
SopCast does not implement any defense mechanism to
pollution attacks, and peers do not perform any checking
on the received chunks.
These numbers can be considered optimistic given that
the attack was done by a single polluter and the server has
3
Note that, in this experiment, the polluter neither created any fake data
nor tried to promote itself by advertising more chunks than it actually had,
which could further increase the pervasiveness of the attack. Rather, it
simply added a watermark at each received chunk.
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enough bandwidth to directly serve a large number of
peers. The impact could be much greater in the case of
multiple polluters and collusion. Thus, content pollution
remains an open problem with severe implications for
P2P live systems.
3. Fighting pollution in Live P2P systems
A variety of techniques to ﬁght pollution in P2P live
streaming systems are available in the literature, including
hash-based signature and data encryption techniques
[1,5,6,3], which are used to automatically detect polluted
chunks before they are forwarded, as well as various centralized and decentralized reputation systems [2,7,8,1],
including centralized black listing schemes [1], which, in
turn, aim at identifying content polluters. Both data
encryption and hash-based signature schemes avoid that
tampered and fake chunks are forwarded over the network. However, by themselves, these techniques do not allow the identiﬁcation of polluters, thus incurring in great
processing and communication overheads (as we will see
in Section 5.2) and long startup latencies due to frequent
requests and retransmissions of damaged chunks [2].
In this section, we ﬁrst review two previously proposed
reputation mechanisms for detecting content polluters in
live P2P streaming systems, namely, a centralized peer
black list and a decentralized reputation mechanism called
StRepS [2]. These two methods are described in Sections
3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Next, in Section 3.3, we introduce
our new decentralized peer reputation mechanism, SimplyRep, which aims at quickly identifying and isolating
content polluters.
Like other peer reputation mechanisms, including black
list and StRepS, SimplyRep relies on the automatic identiﬁcation of polluted chunks once they are received (or at
least before they are forwarded). To that end, it should
be applied jointly with a mechanism to detect polluted
chunks. We do not assume any speciﬁc pollution detection
method in the design of SimplyRep, but rather rely on the
fact that the detection is possible and focus on identifying
the peers that sent those polluted chunks. Thus, any previously proposed pollution detection method (e.g., hashbased signatures, star chaining, and Merkle Tree chaining)
[6,5,1,16–18], could be used jointly with SimplyRep (as
well as with the other methods). As we will discuss in Section 4, we here assume that a simple hash-based signature
mechanism is jointly used with each polluter detection
method to check data integrity of received chunks,
although this assumption is made for evaluation purposes
only, as any other such method could have been used.
Table 1 summarizes the main parameters and notations
used in the three methods.
3.1. Centralized peer black listing
We here consider a black list system that works as follows. Each peer pi maintains a list Ri with the locally computed reputation scores of all its partners. At regular time
intervals with duration Tri, pi sends the reputation scores
in Ri to a centralized black list server called LN. LN may

be any peer in the system and even the media server,
although, due to performance, security and anonymity reasons, it is expected to be a reliable and independent entity.
The LN server builds a global reputation score of each peer
pj, here referred to as RLN[pj], by combining the local reputations sent by all its partners. This global reputation can
then be checked by each peer pi to decide whether to keep
pj as a partner: if the global reputation RLN[pj] drops below


a minimum reputation threshold Rmin
0 6 Rmin
6 1 ; pi
i
i
chooses to remove pj from its list of partners LPi, denying
future partnership and chunk requests from it.
The above description is common to most existing peer
black listing strategies [20,2,21]. The deﬁnition of a peer’s
reputation score, in turn, depends on the speciﬁc solution.
In our implementation of black list, we adopt a deﬁnition
that is also used in StRepS [2], and shares great similarities
with previous reputation mechanisms to detect content polluters and malicious hosts in P2P ﬁle sharing systems [9,20]
and to detect free-riders in selﬁsh overlay networks [10].
The same deﬁnition will be used also in our new system,
SimplyRep (see Section 3.3). We intentionally used the same
reputation deﬁnition in all three methods so as to evaluate
the beneﬁts from the speciﬁc mechanisms adopted by each
of them (e.g., centralized lists, adaptive thresholds, etc.)
regardless of the speciﬁc approach used to estimate the
reputation of a peer pj as perceived by another peer pi.
A peer pi assigns a reputation score to a partner pj by
checking, during each time interval with duration Tri, the
quality of service provided by pj. This is performed as follows. Let us say that, during this period, pi requested r
chunks to pj, and pj provided n unsatisfying responses to pi
(0 6 n 6 r). We consider any response that forces pi to ask
data again to another partner in the P2P network as unsatisfying. Thus, it could be a polluted chunk or a non-response
from pj, although, for the sake of simplicity, we refer to any
such unsatisfying response as a polluted chunk. The ratio n/
r is here taken as an estimate of the quality of the service
provided by pj as perceived by pi. If the ratio n/r is above
; pi decreases pj’s local reputation. Otherthreshold T max
i
wise, it increases its local reputation. Speciﬁcally, the reputation of pj at pi, Ri[pj], is updated as follows:

(

Ri ½pj  ¼

maxð0; Ri ½pj   api  ð1 þ n=rÞyi Þ if n=r > Tmax
i
minð1; Ri ½pj  þ agi  ð1  n=rÞÞ

otherwise
ð1Þ

where api and agi are penalty and reward factors, respectively. The local reputation of pj is initially set to Rinit
i . In order
to quickly identify and severely penalize polluters, we: (1)
make the penalty factor larger than the reward factor (i.e.,
api > agi ), and (2) decrease the reputation of pj exponentially
with the fraction of polluted chunks received from it
ðð1 þ n=rÞyi Þ in case of penalties, where parameter yi deﬁnes
the exponential decay. Thus, a peer loses reputation much
faster than it gains, which makes it possible to quickly detect
polluters. A similar approach was also used in [9,10].
There are various strategies that one could adopt to
penalize/raise a peer’s reputation based on its prior contributions. Our approach is based on the fraction of polluted
chunks received in response to previous requests (i.e., n/
r). It is inspired on various previous strategies that adopted
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Table 1
Parameters of content polluter detection mechanisms.
Common notation and parameters
LPi
Tri
Ri[pj]
n
r
T max
i

Rmin
i

List of partners of peer pi
Duration of monitoring intervals at peer pi
pj’s Local reputation at peer pi
Number of polluted chunks received in the last monitoring interval
Number of chunks requested in the last monitoring interval


Maximum polluted chunk rate accepted by pi 0 6 T max
61
i
Multiplicative penalty factor applied to local reputations (individual experiences) at peer pi
Multiplicative reward factor applied to local reputations (individual experiences) at peer pi
Exponential penalty factor applied to local reputations (individual experiences) at peer pi


Initial reputation assigned to a partner of pi 0 6 Rinit
61
i


Minimum reputation threshold of peer pi 0 6 Rmin
61
i

Centralized black listing approach
LN
RLN[pi]

Black list server
pj’s Global reputation maintained by server LN

api
agi
yi
Rinit
i

Decentralized StRepS reputation system

a




0 6 T init
61
i

T init
i

Initial network testimony given to a partner of pi

IEi[pj]
NTi[pj]
M

Individual experience of peer pi with partner pj
Network testimony collected by pi on partner pj
Maximum number of reputation scores simultaneously kept by each peera

New SimplyRep reputation system
Tmi

Duration of interval between consecutive Rmin
updates
i

cpi
cg i

Additive increase of Rmin
in case system is in tempest
i

RT min
i
RT max
i

Minimum and maximum threshold for Rmin
i


0 6 RT min
6 RT max
61
i
i

Additive decrease of Rmin
in case system is in calm state
i

The same parameter is also used in SimplyRep.

the average amount of dissatisfaction of a peer with previous transactions it performed in the system [20,2,10]. Instead, one could choose to update a peer’s reputation
based on the total amount of polluted chunks received
(i.e., n), thus taking the effective contribution of peer pj to
peer pi into account to compute pi’s individual experience
with respect to pj. Instead, we here focus on the fraction
of polluted chunks so as to disregard differences in the total amount of chunks a peer requests/receives to/from each
partner, which may vary depending on several factors
including availability of needed chunks, bandwidth constraints, etc. We leave an evaluation of these alternative
strategies to future work.4
The global reputation of peer pj, RLN[pj], is computed by
the LN server as a weighted sum of all reported reputation
scores, where weights are the global reputations of the
senders:

P
RLN ½pj  ¼

8k–j Rk ½pj 

P

 RLN ½pk 

8k–j RLN ½pk 

ð2Þ

Thus, the global score computation favors the opinions of
highly reputed peers, being thus robust to malicious peers
with lower scores [20,22].
4
We note that computing peer reputation based on the number of
polluted chunks might lead to fewer false alarms (i.e., legitimate peers
being wrongly penalized). However, we do not expect that such change
should favor one polluter detector method more over the others. Thus, we
expect that our main conclusions still hold if this alternative reputation
metric is used, although this topic deserves future investigation.

3.2. StRepS: a decentralized reputation scheme
The literature has various decentralized reputation
mechanisms for P2P ﬁle sharing applications, such as Credence [11], Scrubber [9] and XRep [12], as well as for selfish overlay networks [10]. In all these mechanisms, each
peer pi builds a reputation score for each partner pj from
two components, namely, the individual experience of pi
with respect to previous data exchanges with pj, and the
network testimony about pj.
Inspired by these previous methods, we have previously
proposed StRepS [2], a decentralized reputation scheme for
P2P live streaming systems. StRepS works as follows. At
regular intervals of Tri units of time, each peer pi computes
its individual experience with each partner pj based on the
number of chunks it requested to pj and the number of polluted chunks received in response during that interval.
Thus, pi computes its individual experience with pj, IEi[pj]
according to Eq. (1), like in the centralized approach. The
individual experience with a new partner is set to Rinit
i .
With the same frequency, peer pi also collects the individual experiences of its partners with respect to pj to build
a network testimony, NTi[pj], as a weighted sum of the collected measures. The weights are the individual experiences of pi with each partner, so as to avoid peer
defamation or promotion, which could happen if a partner
of pi tries to promote or defame pj by reporting a fake individual experience. That is:

P
NT i ½pj  ¼

IEk ½pj   IEi ½pk 
P
IEi ½pk 

8ðk – jÞ ^ pk 2 fLP i \ LP j g ð3Þ
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In case pi does not receive any testimonial about pj then
init
NT i ½pj  ¼ T init
is a valid testimonial score.
i , where T i
Finally pi builds a reputation score for partner pj, Ri[pj],
by combining the individual experience IEi[pj] and the network testimony NTi[pj] as follows:

Ri ½pj  ¼ b  NT i ½pj  þ ð1  bÞ  IEi ½pj 

ð4Þ

where parameter b (0 6 b 6 1) controls the weight given to
each reputation component. Note that taking the network
testimony into account (i.e., b > 0) helps a peer to identify
potential polluters as well as to promote peer rehabilitation,
since a peer currently considered untrustworthy by pi may
reacquire its trust by improving its reputation with other
peers [9]. Facilitating peer rehabilitation is very important
because the severe and quick punishments applied to polluters must be balanced with a mechanism that allows
punished peers to recover themselves.
Like in the centralized approach, peer pi considers partner pj a polluter if its reputation Ri[pj] drops below a min

imum threshold Rmin
0 6 Rmin
6 1 . However, unlike in
i
i
the centralized black listing approach, where peer pi makes
such decisions based on a global reputation score computed from the opinion of all peers in the system, in
StRepS, the ﬁnal reputation of pj at pi reﬂects only the
experiences of pi and its partners with pj.
We also note that, from a practical perspective, each peer
reserves a ﬁxed amount of memory to store other peers’ reputations. Speciﬁcally, we assume that each peer can keep up
to M reputation scores in a local buffer, managing this buffer
according to a Least-Recently-Used (LRU) policy. A previously detected polluter pj is recognized as such by peer pi
as long as its (low) reputation is kept in pi’s buffer. However,
if its reputation score is removed from the buffer, past history is forgotten, and pi may accept a new partnership request from pj, resetting its individual experience to Rinit
i .
3.3. SimplyRep: a novel decentralized reputation system
There are disadvantages in exploiting the network testimony to compute a peer’s reputation, as performed by
StRepS and other previous mechanisms [12,11,9,10]. In
short time scales, a peer may behave very differently with
different partners, uploading polluted content to only
some of them. Thus, waiting until the network converges
to a consistent opinion may take too long. Given that current live streaming rates often exceed 5 chunks per second,
a damaged or fake chunk spreads much faster in a P2P live
transmission, thus impacting the streaming quality much
more heavily than, for instance, in a P2P ﬁle sharing application. Moreover, a peer pi may not have many partners
that share a partnership with a given peer pj. Thus, the network testimony on pj may not be reliable.
Therefore, we here propose a simpler decentralized reputation mechanism, called SimplyRep, that is built upon
StRepS but, unlike the original method, relies only on the
individual experience a peer had with each of its partners
to compute their reputation scores. More precisely, at regular intervals of Tri units of time, peer pi computes the reputation of each partner pj, Ri[pj], as its individual
experience with pj measured in that interval, according to

Eq. (1). Like in StRepS, the individual experience with a
new partner is set to Rinit
i . Moreover, each peer pi has a min

imum reputation threshold Rmin
0 6 Rmin
6 1 : if Ri[pj]
i
i
drops below Rmin
; pi removes pj from its list of partners.
i
One potential problem of relying solely on the individual experience to compute a peer’s reputation is that once
peer pi considers partner pj a polluter due to a low reputation, pj will not have the opportunity to exchange data with
pi as long as that low reputation is remembered by pi. That
is, from the point of view of pi, pj will be banished and will
not be able to rehabilitate itself.5
Thus, we here propose a scheme to enable peer rehabilitation while relying only on the individual experiences to
build reputation scores. The idea is to dynamically change
the minimum reputation threshold Rmin
of each peer pi in
i
reaction to the network condition, as perceived by pi. If pi
senses that the network is under attack, it increases Rmin
thus
i
penalizing its bad partners more quickly. Otherwise, it decreases Rmin
to enable partnerships with previously puni
ished peers. This is independently performed by all peers.
More precisely, we deﬁne two system states, namely
calm and tempest. A system is in calm state from the perspective of a peer pi, if pi believes that there is no polluter
in the system. Otherwise, from the perspective of pi, the
system is in tempest. At each Tmi units of time, pi checks
the system state and updates Rmin
according to the followi
ing equation:

Rmin
i

8


>
< max RT max
; Rmin
þ cpi
if tempest state
i
i


¼
min
min
>
: min RT i ; Ri  cg
if calm state
i

ð5Þ

If the system is calm, pi decreases its local threshold Rmin
by
i
cgi ; otherwise Rmin
is increased by cpi . We make cpi > cgi so
i
as to react faster to polluters. Note that we deﬁne limits
RT min
and RT max
such that 0 6 RT min
6 Rmin
6 RT max
6 1.
i
i
i
i
i
System state is deﬁned from the perspective of each
peer, based only on its experiences with its partners. That
is, if peer pi receives any polluted data from one of its partners in the past Tmi units of time, it suspects that the system is under a pollution attack: its local view of system
state is set to tempest, and it reacts to that by adjusting
its threshold Rmin
accordingly. Similarly, if all received
i
chunks are legitimate, pi perceives the system as in calm
state, and reduces Rmin
.
i
Fig. 2 illustrates how a peer pi reacts to changes in system state. The bar represents a reputation scale from low
(left) to high (right) values, the arrow represents the current value of Rmin
, whereas numbers 1, 2 and 3 indicate
i
the current reputations at pi of three partners (here referred
to p1, p2 and p3). Note that, in Fig. 2a), all partners are
located on the right side of the arrow, indicating that their
reputations are above the minimum threshold. As soon as pi
receives any polluted chunk, it sets the system state to tempest, increasing its minimum reputation threshold, as
shown in Fig. 2b). Since the current reputation of peer p3
at pi falls below the minimum, pi understands that p3 is a
5
Recall that, in the previous StRepS system, the network testimony was
taken into account to help a peer to rehabilitate itself in the eyes of an old
partner.
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Fig. 2. Dynamic minimum reputation threshold of peer pi (arrow indicates Rmin
, 1, 2 and 3 are pi’s partners, and their positions in the bar indicate their
i
current reputations at pi).

polluter, removes it from its list of partners, and stops interacting with it. Afterwards, pi continues receiving polluted
data and, once again, increases Rmin
, as shown in Fig. 2c).
i
Now, also p1 is removed from pi’s list of partners, as its reputation is below the minimum threshold. After that, pi stops
receiving polluted data, which makes it change the system
state back to calm and decrease Rmin
. The new value of Rmin
i
i
allows pi to accept p1 as a partner once again. Note that
changes in Rmin
, according to Eq. (5), are performed indei
pendently of the changes in the local reputations of each
partner, deﬁned in Eq. (1).
Finally, we note that, like in StRepS, each peer also has a
ﬁxed-size buffer to store the local reputations. Up to M reputations can be stored simultaneously, and the buffer is
managed according to the LRU policy.
4. Evaluation methodology
We evaluated the polluter detection mechanisms described in Section 3 in various scenarios, with and without
polluters acting jointly in a collusion attack. We also evaluated our new SimplyRep method under dissimulation and
whitewashing attacks. Our evaluation was performed via
simulation as well as via experiments in a real setup running on PlanetLab. In both cases, we included a bit marker
in the packet header to indicate polluted chunks. Thus, we
could track polluted chunks as they are transmitted over
the network.
As discussed in Section 3, SimplyRep as well as the other
polluter detection methods rely on each peer being able to
automatically detect polluted chunks before forwarding
them. Any existing hash-based signature and data encryption technique for pollution detection could be adopted
[6,5,1,16–18]. For the sake of evaluation purposes, we here
assume that a simple hash-based signature method is executed jointly with all three reputation systems analyzed.
Each chunk is checked for data integrity after being received by a peer. When a peer detects a polluted chunk, it
immediately discards it before forwarding it to other peers,
and sends requests for chunk retransmission to its partners.
We describe our simulation environment in Section 4.1,
whereas our PlanetLab setup is presented in Section 4.2.
We also introduce our main metric of evaluation in
Section 4.3.
4.1. Simulation environment
We used NS-2 [23] to design our simulator of a meshpull P2P live streaming system. Our simulator models the

system at two levels, namely, the P2P overlay network
(application level) and the underlying Internet-like network (routing level).
At the routing level, we generated underlying networks
with 10,000 nodes using the Waxman model [24] of the
BRITE Internet topology generator [25]. We created topologies by varying parameters a and b as suggested in [26]:
a between 0.42 and 0.46, and b between 0.62 and 0.68.
We used average node degrees uniformly distributed between 2 and 3. We also set the capacity and the delay of
all links to 100 Mbps and 5 ms, respectively, thus modeling
constraints on packet transmission in the underlying
network.6
At the application level, we randomly selected 1000
nodes from the routing level to be participants of the P2P
system: one participant represented the server, which generated the live streaming media, and the others represented peers. The remaining 9000 nodes acted as routers
in the underlying network. All participants built a meshbased overlay network. Partnership selection was performed by the bootstrap server (co-located with the media
server), as discussed in Section 2.1, which used a random
peer selection strategy to select the potential partners of
a peer. Moreover, we adopted the Rarest First policy to
schedule chunk requests, using the Earliest Deadline First
policy to break ties, as previous work [27,28]. Chunk exchanges between two participants of the system were simulated by the routing of packets along the shortest path
connecting both nodes in the underlying network. Thus,
our simulator models all key components of a request-driven mesh-based P2P live streaming protocol, including the
control messages between peers and bootstrap server to
join the system and acquire (and reacquire) a list of potential partners as well as the control messages between peers
to establish partnerships and exchange chunk maps, as described in Section 2.1.
Peers in the overlay network were randomly grouped
into good peers and polluters. Good peers never forwarded
polluted content received from others, as polluted chunks
were detected and discarded once they were received.
However, due to temporary network problems, good peers
might unintentionally introduce delays or damaged
chunks that were perceived as pollution by their partners.
In that case, they might be (momentarily) seen as polluters

6
We note that the ns-2 models for packet delay and losses, which
assume uniform distributions and independence, are somewhat naive.
However, our simulation results are validated in a real setup, subject to
real-world network conditions.
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and had their reputations reduced, being eventually penalized. Parameter perror
was thus deﬁned as the probability of
i
a chunk uploaded by good peer pi being polluted. The goal
of this parameter is to capture the probability of an error in
the communication channel between two peers due to
temporarily bad network conditions that cause a legitimate chunk at the origin to be corrupted or lost and thus
be perceived as a polluted response in the destination. It
basically reﬂects the quality of the communication channel
between a good peer and its partners.
Polluters, in turn, are malicious peers that announced
fake chunk maps containing all needed chunks, aiming at
attracting more partners. During an attack, a polluter always answered requests from its partners, thus forging
data. We simulated scenarios where polluters acted independently and scenarios of a joint collusion attack. When
colluding, polluters tried to defeat the pollution defense
mechanism by assigning each other high reputation scores,
which are uniformly selected between Rmin
and 1.0,7 and
i
publicized those scores to the black list server or to their
neighbors (in case of StRepS). We note that polluters were
introduced in the network structure just like any other peer,
thus occupying positions that were randomly distributed
across the mesh.8 They were also subject to the same partner selection policy as all other peers (i.e., random
selection).
We simulated 60-min live transmissions at the rate of
six chunks per second, a common value for these applications [1]. Moreover, we modeled the strict time restrictions
of live transmissions by deﬁning a ﬁxed window of interest
W on each chunk for each peer. In other words, when a
peer was playing chunk i, it set a timer for receiving the
chunks that are W seconds ahead in the video. The timer
was set to W seconds into the future, corresponding to
the deadline of those chunks, for playback purposes.
Chunks that arrived after their deadlines were disregarded
for the sake of computing the streaming rate (see Section 4.3), being considered as lost.
Good peers joined the system in the ﬁrst 5 min of transmission with joining times uniformly distributed in the
range 0–5. Similarly, polluters joined the system between
the 2nd and 5th minute of transmission. Throughout the
transmission, we probed the system every 30-s interval
to measure the numbers of legitimate and polluted chunks
as well as the number of retransmitted chunks received by
each peer.
Our simulations were driven by a peer behavior model
that was ﬁrst presented at [29]. Our model was parameterized according to the results of a characterization of peer
behavior in various live transmissions on SopCast. In particular, we focused on peer behavior during live transmissions of sport events broadcasted by one of the most
popular TV channels in Brazil. The channels were monitored during two major events for the Brazilian audience,
namely, the ﬁnal matches of an important soccer champi-

7
By doing so, polluters avoid being easily detected, which would occur if
they always assigned the highest reputation score to each other.
8
In other words, polluters did not necessarily occupy positions in the
network that are strategically more important, which could lead to a more
pervasive attack.

onship. The live content was broadcasted at 250 kbps. We
brieﬂy describe the adopted peer behavior model next.
After joining the system, good peers may leave and rejoin the system dynamically (peer churn). To capture this
behavior, we assumed an ON/OFF model in which each
good peer alternates between an active ON state and an
idle OFF state. While in ON state, a peer establishes partnerships, exchanging data with a number of other peers.
We refer to this period as a session and to its duration as
ON time. A peer may have various sessions in the system
during a transmission. After a session ﬁnishes, it may
either go to the OFF state with probability poff or quit the
system, never returning again. We refer to the period during which a peer remains idle by OFF time.
During each session, a peer establishes one or more
partnerships. Thus, at the partnership level, client behavior
was modeled in terms of number of simultaneous partnerships and partnership duration. The number of simultaneous partnerships serves as an upper-limit on the
number of partners a peer may have at any time, which
indirectly constraints the total bandwidth effectively used
by the peer.
To simplify the generation of synthetic workloads, partnership duration was expressed as a percentage of the
remaining peer ON time, which is upper-bounded by
100%. For example, if a peer pi establishes a new partnership
when its remaining ON time is 10 s and the partnership lasts
for 5 s, we say that the partnership duration is 50%. The ﬁnal
component of our peer behavior model is the rate at which
new peer sessions are initiated. Thus, we deﬁned the session inter-arrival time as the time elapsed between consecutive sessions (of the same peer or of different peers).
We note that, unlike good peers, polluters remained in
the system throughout the transmission (no churn),
although the number of partnerships simultaneously
established by each polluter as well as the duration of such
partnerships were constrained, according to the aforementioned peer behavior model.
Table 2 summarizes the main ﬁndings of our previous
characterization [29], presenting distribution models and
parameter values for each component of our peer behavior
model. We used these distributions to generate the synthetic workloads which, in turn, were used to drive our
simulations.
When evaluating our new SimplyRep reputation mechanism, we also considered a scenario in which polluters
may change their behavior dynamically to make the detection harder. Speciﬁcally, we simulated a dissimulation attack by having each polluter alternating between an
attack state, during which it forwarded polluted content,
and a non-attack state, during which it acted just like a
good peer. All polluters started attacking the system at
the same time and remained attacking it for Tdissim units
of time. After that period, all polluters stopped forwarding
polluted content, entering the non-attack state. While in
this state, the polluters might jointly go back to the attack
state with probability pd.
We note that our simulator does not capture aspects related to speciﬁc media encodings. For example, in a real
scenario, the loss (or pollution) of speciﬁc chunks (e.g.,
key frames) might have a more severe impact on the
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Table 2
Characterization of SopCast client behavior: summary.
Distribution
Session inter-arrival times
# Of sessions/peer
ON times
OFF times
# Of partnerships
Partnership duration
b

Mean

Lognormal distrib.
62 for 80% of peers
Weibull distribution
Exponential distribution
Normal distribution
Gamma distribution
ðlnðxÞlÞ2
2r2

ﬃe
Weibull: pX ðxÞ ¼ abxb1 eax Ið0;1Þ ðxÞ, Lognormal: pX ðxÞ ¼ xrp1 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p

Std. dev.

1.417

1.113

23.593
18.491

34.986
16.171

8.272

19.950

Parameters
m = 0.108 r = 0.693
Poff = 0.39
a = 2.032 b = 0.233
k = 0.054
l = 101.453 r = 41.537
a = 0.118 b = 0.700
2

ﬃ eðxlÞ
, Exponential: pX(x) = kekx, and Normal: PðxÞ ¼ rp1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p

streaming quality perceived by the user. Here, we assume
that streaming quality is proportional to the fraction of
unpolluted chunks received in time of playback (see Section 4.3), that is, all chunks are equally important to
streaming quality. Despite the simpliﬁcation, we believe
that this assumption provides a good starting point for
our investigation. Moreover, the adoption of a speciﬁc
media encoding should not favor any particular polluter
detector method considered here, and thus should not
change our main conclusions.
4.2. Real setup
We also evaluated our novel SimplyRep reputation
mechanism on a real setup running on PlanetLab. Towards
that end, we implemented a mesh-pull based live streaming system, as described in [30], extended with the proposed mechanism. Like in our simulator, our real system
uses the Rarest First chunk scheduling policy, and chooses
partners for a peer based on random selection.
We set up a dedicated live streaming system with a
media (and bootstrap) server in our campus network, and
133 peers running on PlanetLab nodes. Out of these peers,
120 acted as good peers and 13 as polluters. The media server transmitted a 60-min constant bit rate (CBR) stream at
120 kbps. Since server and PlanetLab nodes have bandwidth and processing constraints imposed by the available
hardware, we did not introduce any extra resource restriction on any participant of the system. Moreover, PlanetLab
nodes are heterogenous, which contributes to make this
experimental setup more realistic.
All peers joined the live transmission during an initial
period of 5 min, with joining times following an uniform
distribution. We set all peers to remain active in the system throughout the transmission (i.e., no churn). We also
set the maximum number of simultaneous partners and
the duration of each partnership according to the distributions in Table 2, as in the simulation. If any partner failed
or quit the system, a peer requested new partner candidates to the bootstrap server. At the beginning of each
experiment, polluters acted just like good peers, forwarding only legitimate chunks. Polluters started attacking the
system approximately 2 min after the beginning of the
transmission, and remained attacking until the end of the
transmission. During the attack, polluters announced a
complete chunk map and forged chunks to answer their
partners’ requests. Like in the simulation, polluters also
colluded by assigning each other reputation scores that
were uniformly distributed between Rmin
and 1.0.
i

=2r2

.

In our PlanetLab experiments, we also considered a scenario of a whitewashing attack. In this type of attack, polluters repeatedly leave and rejoin the P2P system with a new
identity, which causes their reputation scores to be reset to
Rinit
i . In our experiments, each polluter left and rejoined the
system every Tww units of time.
4.3. Evaluation metric
Our main metric of evaluation was the mean instantaneous rate at which peers receive media (data) chunks,
here referred to as simply streaming rate. We measured this
rate at each peer at 30-s intervals, and normalized it by the
video streaming rate.
The streaming rate consists of two main components:
the rate of chunks that arrive in time and are played by their
deadline and the rate of chunk retransmissions. The former
is ideally 1, but may deviate from that mark (i.e., decrease)
as the chunk loss rate9 increases. Chunk retransmissions are
triggered by chunk losses and the reception of polluted data,
thus representing an overhead in terms of extra processing
and bandwidth requirements. Both components are important: the former captures, though approximately, the streaming quality, whereas the latter captures the processing and
bandwidth overhead caused by pollution. Thus, we analyze
them both for each polluter detector method considered.
We note that streaming rate is only an approximate
indicator of streaming quality. We chose this metric, following previous work [7,8], because it facilitates experimentation and automatic evaluation in a large number of
different scenarios, our main goal here. Moreover, we here
did not intend to capture any extra overhead introduced by
the P2P streaming protocols (e.g., overhead due to control
packets), as this would make our results speciﬁc to that
protocol and its characteristics, which is not our goal. We
also disregarded any overhead introduced by the speciﬁc
method adopted to detect polluted chunks, as this overhead has been widely studied elsewhere [6,5]. Thus, we
considered such overheads outside the present scope,
focusing, instead, only on data exchanges and the overhead
imposed by chunk retransmission.
We believe that, if we disregard the overheads introduced by the speciﬁc P2P streaming protocol and pollution
detection method used, the streaming rate is a reasonable
approximation of streaming quality. In particular, only
chunks that arrived prior to their respective deadlines
9
A chunk was considered lost when no legitimate copy of it arrives
within its deadline.
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were considered in our computation of streaming rate, and
redundant (duplicate) chunks were discarded. In other
words, a streaming rate equal to 1 implies in no chunk
retransmission and no losses: all video chunks were received within the expected deadline, which means that video could have been played to the user with no
interruptions (disregarding the aforementioned overheads). Larger media rates imply in larger retransmission
rates and thus, larger processing and bandwidth overheads, whereas media rates lower than 1 imply in large
chunk losses and thus worse streaming quality.

5. Experimental results
We here discuss some representative results of our
evaluation of the new SimplyRep reputation system using
both simulation and experiments with a real P2P live
streaming system on PlanetLab. We start by motivating
the need of a mechanism for identifying and isolating polluters. We do so by showing, in Section 5.1, simulation results that illustrate the pervasiveness of a pollution attack
when the only defense mechanism used is to discard polluted chunks before forwarding them. In Section 5.2, we
compare, using our simulation environment, SimplyRep
against the black listing and StRepS approaches. Next, in
Sections 5.3 and 5.4, we further evaluate SimplyRep, still
using simulation, analyzing its sensitivity to some of its
main parameters as well as its robustness to a peer dissimulation attack, respectively. Finally, in Section 5.5, we evaluate SimplyRep using experiments with a real system on
PlanetLab, and also discuss its robustness to a whitewashing attack.
Unless otherwise noted, we assumed the following
parameter values: Tri = 30 s, T max
¼ 0:15—0:30 (uniformly
i
distributed, or u.d.), api ¼ 0:07—0:1 (u.d.), agi ¼ 0:07;
yi ¼ 2; Rinit
¼ 0:6—0:7 (u.d.),10 and Rmin
¼ 0:5 for all peers.
i
i
Moreover, we set T init
¼ 0:6—0:7 (u.d.) for StRepS, and for
i
SimplyRep, assumed Tmi = 5–30 s (u.d.), cpi ¼ 0:6; cgi ¼ 0:3;
RT min
¼ 0:3, and RT max
¼ 0:7 for all peers. We also set
i
i
M = 200 for all peers, for both StRepS and SimplyRep.
Moreover, in our simulations, we assumed that perror
,
i
the probability of a chunk uploaded by a good peer being
corrupted or lost, is uniformly distributed between 0 and
0.1. This is a reasonable range according to a previous
study of live streaming systems that reported loss rates
of up to 0.1 (and often 0.05) [31]. We also set W, the window of interest of each chunk, to 20 s, for both simulation
and PlanetLab experiments.11
All simulation results, reported in Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3,
5.4, are averages of 35 replications, whereas results of
PlanetLab experiments, reported in Section 5.5, are averages of ﬁve replications. To assess their variability, we also
computed the coefﬁcient of variation (CV), i.e., the ratio of
the standard deviation to the average. For both simulation
and real experiments, we obtained CV values below 2.9%,
10
We also experimented with lower values of Rinit
i , notably 0.51 for all
peers, obtaining very similar results.
11
We did experiment with other values of W (e.g., 30 and 60 s), reaching
qualitatively similar results.

implying that reported averages are very representative
of all replications.
5.1. Effectiveness of detecting and discarding polluted chunks
We start by assessing the effectiveness of using, as the
only defense mechanism against pollution, a method to detect and discard polluted chunks before forwarding them.
We here used a hash-based signature method to identify
polluted chunks. Fig. 3 shows the instantaneous average
streaming rate when 1% and 10% of the peers are polluters.
These results were obtained via simulation.
Note that both curves show very similar behavior: the
streaming rate increases and reaches a peak, which exceeds 1, very quickly, remaining close to the peak through
the rest of the simulation. We note that the chunk loss
rates during these experiments are very low, below 2%.
This implies that the fraction of chunks that arrived in time
for playback is very close to 1, and thus streaming rates
exceeding 1 indicate chunk retransmissions due to pollution. In other words, the streaming rate minus 1 represents
the retransmission overhead. Indeed, when 1% of the peers
are polluters, the retransmission overhead is around 25%
through most of the simulation. If the fraction of polluters
increases to 10%, the overhead exceeds 100%.
We emphasize that this overhead is only due to chunk
retransmission, as the overhead caused by the speciﬁc polluted chunk detection method adopted is disregarded (see
Section 4.3). Thus, although the results shown in Fig. 3 refer to the use of a hash-based signature to identify polluted
chunks, the results for other solutions based on simply
checking received chunks and discarding polluted ones
should be very similar. Clearly, this approach is not effective as polluters remain active in the system, forwarding
pollution. It is also necessary to adopt a strategy to identify
and isolate those polluters.
5.2. Comparison of polluter detection mechanisms
In this section we analyze the effectiveness of the three
polluter detection methods considered, namely SimplyRep,
StRepS and black list, comparing them using simulation.
Fig. 4a and b shows the instantaneous average streaming
rates for the three approaches when 1% and 10% of the
peers are polluters, respectively, acting independently
(i.e., no collusion). Once again, we ﬁnd that the chunk loss
rates are very low during simulation (below 2%), and thus
fraction of chunks played by their deadline is very close to
1. Thus, we can infer the retransmission overhead associated with each method by assessing how much the instantaneous streaming rates exceed the ideal mark (i.e., 1).
In the scenario with only 1% of polluters, Fig. 4a shows
that all methods incur in system overhead, in terms of
streaming rate, below 20% (at peak). However, unlike when
the only defense mechanism adopted is to discard polluted
content (Fig. 3), the use of a polluter detection method allows the gradual reduction of the overhead as more polluters are identiﬁed and isolated. Comparing the three
polluter detection methods, black list is the best approach,
with a smaller peak overhead and a quicker convergence
towards the ideal media rate (i.e., 1), which occurs when
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Fig. 3. Retransmission overhead for strategy based only on detecting and
discarding polluted chunks.
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all polluters are detected and isolated. SimplyRep is somewhat worse, followed by StRepS, the least effective
method.
Fig. 4b shows the same trend for 10% of polluters. However, StRepS performs much more poorly in this case: the
retransmission overhead reaches 70% at its peak and remains at around 30% until the end of the transmission.
Thus, the system is not able to isolate all polluters. The
main reason for that lies in the combination of three factors: (1) peers change their partners often, (2) peers have
a maximum number of simultaneous partners, and (3)
StRepS uses the individual experiences of a peer’s partners
(i.e., network testimony) to compute the reputations at
that peer. Indeed, StRepS is very vulnerable to divergences
in the individual experiences of various peers with respect
to the same polluter. As peers change their partners often
and have a limited number of partnerships at any time,
polluters often manage to refresh their reputation scores
by getting new partners. As consequence, network testimony may diverge as the collected individual experiences
are not consistent. This implies that the aggregation of
multiple individual experiences to compute the ﬁnal reputation may end up favoring some polluters (i.e., leading to
reputation scores above the minimum).
We note that the constraint on the number of reputation scores simultaneously kept by each peer (deﬁned by
parameter M) further contributes to some polluters escaping detection and isolation under StRepS. This is because
previously detected polluters may be forgotten if their

(low) reputation scores are removed from the local buffers.
In this case, these polluters will have their reputations reinit
set to Rinit
is greater than or equal to Rmin
,
i . As long as Ri
i
partnership requests from those polluters may be accepted. However, recall that SimplyRep adopts the same
constraint. Yet, the vast majority of all polluters are quickly
isolated by that approach. Thus, we believe that the divergences in the individual experiences, particularly when
peers often change their partners, is the main reason behind StRepS’s poor performance when there is a reasonably
large fraction of polluters in the system. In fact, the observation that the use of network testimony might actually be
ineffective was the main motivation for us to propose a
method that relies only on individual experiences.
Regarding the other two methods, we ﬁnd that the
black list approach again has the best performance, thanks
to the global reputations computed by the centralized server. Interestingly, in this scenario, the difference between
the black list and SimplyRep is very marginal, and smaller
than in Fig. 4a: the peak overhead is about the same (i.e.,
40%), and SimplyRep takes only slightly longer to isolate
all polluters. This is because as the number of polluters increases, more peers quickly notice the attack, changing
system state to tempest, which increases the chances of
them denying future partnerships with other polluters.
When there are few polluters, system convergence takes
longer as most peers do not sense the attack, being more
susceptible to maintaining partnerships with polluters.
We now turn to scenarios where polluters act jointly by
assigning high reputations to each other, in a collusion attack. Fig. 5a shows that, with only 1% of polluters, all three
methods behave very similarly with or without the collusion. In contrast, Fig. 5b shows a different trend when
the number of polluters in the collusion represents 10%
of the system. In this case, the black list is the least effective approach, with the retransmission overhead reaching
almost 90%. Indeed, this overhead is comparable to that
when no polluter detection mechanism is used and defense is done by simply discarding polluted chunks
(Fig. 3). Thus, a collusion attack from a reasonably large
peer population renders a black list approach useless, as
the global reputations are biased by polluters’ reported
opinions. In contrast, both StRepS and SimplyRep are very
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Fig. 4. Retransmission overhead of polluter detection methods (no collusion).
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robust to the collusion attack, producing results very similar to those without the collusion. SimplyRep, in particular, should be insensitive to collusion as peers rely only
on their local experiences to repute their partners.
In sum, our new SimplyRep mechanism greatly outperforms the previous StRepS method in all analyzed scenarios. Moreover, their results are very close to those of the
centralized black list approach, the best performer, in case
of small number of polluters or no collusion. In case of collusion attacks from a reasonably large number of polluters,
SimplyRep greatly outperforms the black list strategy,
quickly detecting and isolating all polluters in the system.
5.3. Sensitivity of SimplyRep to key parameters
We further evaluate SimplyRep, again using simulation,
by analyzing the impact of some of its key parameters on
polluter detection. In particular, we focus on parameters
yi, api and agi , which are used to update (increase/decrease)
a peer’s local reputation (Eq. (1)), and thus play central role
not only on SimplyRep but also on the other two methods.
Focusing on SimplyRep, we analyze how it reacts as we
vary these parameters. In these experiments, we consider
a scenario where 10% of the peers are polluters.12 Moreover, we set the same value of each analyzed parameter
for all peers in the network.
Starting with yi, the exponential factor applied to penalize a polluter’s reputation, Fig. 6a shows the instantaneous
average streaming rate obtained with SimplyRep during
the ﬁrst 20 min of the transmission, for various values of
yi, and for api and agi equal to 0.07 and 0.04, respectively.
As yi increases, the penalties become more severe and polluters are isolated more quickly. As consequence, the peak
overhead is somewhat lower, and the streaming rate approaches the ideal rate of 1 more quickly. However, note
that results are very similar for yi values between 1 and
1.4, in which case polluters loose reputation almost linearly, remaining active, harming the system, for longer.
The results are also similar for values between 1.6 and
12
We here consider polluters that act jointly, in a collusion attack.
However, as discussed in Section 5.2, SimplyRep is very insensitive to
collusion, as modeled by us. Thus, similar results are obtained in a scenario
without collusion, ﬁxing the same fraction of polluters.

2.0, where reputation decreases more quickly, and a polluter is identiﬁed and isolated with fewer interactions.
Fig. 6b shows results for various values of api , the multiplicative penalty factor. For all considered scenarios, we
set yi = 2 and agi ¼ 0:04 for all peers. Similar results were
also obtained for other values of agi , and for values of yi between 1.6 and 2.0. Once again we see that larger values of
api lead to faster convergence and lower peak overheads. In
particular, values of api between 0.07 and 0.1 produce very
similar results. We note that very large values of either api
or yi increase the chances of the system penalizing good
peers that are experiencing temporary network problems,13 which is not desired. Thus, we recommend to set
api ¼ 0:07 and yi = 2, as we observed that the chance of
penalizing good peers due to temporary errors becomes
non-negligible for larger values.
Finally, Fig. 6c shows that SimplyRep is very insensitive
to the value assigned to agi , the multiplicative reward factor applied to a good peer’s reputation. The results shown
in the ﬁgure were obtained for yi = 2.0 and api ¼ 0:07,
although the same holds for scenarios with various values
of yi and api . Thus, we recommend to set agi to close to half
of api , such as agi ¼ 0:04, so as to penalize reputations more
quickly.
5.4. SimplyRep under peer dissimulation attack
So far we have considered that once a polluter starts
attacking the system, it remains attacking it until detected
and isolated. However, a smart polluter may change its
behavior dynamically to make it harder for the defense
mechanism to identify it. Thus, we here analyze the
robustness of SimplyRep under a dissimulation attack, in
which polluters alternate between attack and non-attack
states, as described in Section 4.1. To that end, we use
our simulator, ﬁxing Tdissim, the period during which polluters remain attacking the system each time they are in the
attack state, at 3 min, and varying the probability pd that
polluters, once acting as good peers (i.e., in the non-attack
state), go back to the attack state. Moreover, we consider a
13
Recall that, in the simulation, we model these problems by assigning
probability perror
of a chunk uploaded by a good peer pi being perceived as
i
an error (i.e., being lost or corrupted).
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scenario with 10% of polluters. Once again, like in all simulation experiments, the chunk loss rates were very low
(up to 2%). Thus, our main metric of interest is the overhead due to chunk retransmission experienced by the
peers.
Fig. 7 shows results for values of pd equal to 0.25, 0.5
and 0.75. Note that, in all 3 scenarios, SimplyRep is able
to identify and isolate almost all polluters very quickly,
with the retransmission overhead falling below 2% by the
end of the simulation. Obviously, the initial peak overhead
is larger for larger values of pd, which reﬂect more aggressive polluters. However, after the initial peak, the curves
are very similar for all values of pd. As soon as polluters
are identiﬁed in the ﬁrst attack, the system reacts very

2
1.5
1
pd
pd
pd

0.5
0
0

10

20

Fig. 7. SimplyRep under dissimulation attack (pd is the probability of
polluters starting an attack, 10% of polluters).

similarly, regardless of pd. This is because once a polluter
is identiﬁed, it will have to forward unpolluted chunks to
other peers (unaware that they are polluters) for a long
time until it is allowed to interact again with previously attacked peers, that is, until these peers, sensing the system
is back to calm state, decrease their minimum reputation
thresholds enough to enable such interactions. In that case,
as soon as the polluter starts a new attack, it is quickly detected, as its reputations are close to the minimum reputation thresholds.

5.5. PlanetLab experimental results
Finally, we evaluate SimplyRep in a realistic setup, running experiments in PlanetLab. As discussed in Section 4.2,
we conﬁgured the system with 10% of the peers as polluters. PlanetLab nodes have natural constraints on CPU,
memory and bandwidth. In such real environment, the
P2P live system is susceptible to network delays and packet losses that further contribute to increase the rate of
chunk retransmissions. In fact, unlike in the simulation
experiments, discussed in Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, we
did observe a non-negligible fraction of chunk losses during our experiments in PlanetLab. Thus, we here show separate results in terms of overhead imposed by chunk
retransmissions and chunk losses. In this environment,
the retransmission overhead is caused by the reception of
polluted data and by network delays, which force peers
to request a chunk before its deadline expires.
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Figs. 8a and b shows the instantaneous average retransmission rate and average chunk loss rate, respectively,
experienced by peers during the ﬁrst 30 min of transmission. For comparison purposes, both ﬁgures also show the
results when the only defense mechanism used is to detect
and discard polluted chunks before forwarding them.
Note that simply detecting and discarding polluted
chunks leads to a retransmission overhead that exceeds
400% at the beginning of the experiment and remains at
214% even after 30 min of transmission. In other words,
the download bandwidth requirements of each peer exceeds three times the streaming rate of the live transmission. Note that this overhead is much larger than the one
observed in our simulations (see Section 5.1). This increase
can be credited mostly to delayed chunks, which force
peers to request data to different partners. Moreover, as
shown in Fig. 8b, the chunk loss rates experienced under
this method is very high, exceeding 80%. As polluters are
not isolated, they keep ﬂooding the system with polluted
chunks, which contribute to increase the retransmission
overhead and the time taken until a genuine copy of a
chunk is received. A good peer may have to request a chunk
to several partners (some of which are polluters) until a
genuine copy of it is received, often too late for playback.
In contrast, our SimplyRep reputation system performs
much better, with results that are similar to those obtained
in our simulations. Although the overhead reaches a peak

of 80% at the beginning of the attack, it drops to only 8%
after this initial period, and the loss rate falls to below
1%.14 Thus, SimplyRep is able to quickly detect and isolate
polluters also in the more realistic PlanetLab environment.
We also ran experiments in PlanetLab to assess the
robustness of SimplyRep to a whitewashing attack. In this
scenario, each polluter leaves and rejoins the system every
Tww = 215 s, as described in Section 4.2. Figs. 9a and b
shows the results obtained with SimplyRep under whitewashing. For comparison purposes, we also show the results without whitewashing, i.e., the same results shown
in Figs. 8a and b.
Note that whitewashing causes a signiﬁcant impact on
the system. In comparison with the scenario without
whitewashing, the retransmission overhead experienced
by peers after 30 min of transmission raises from 8% to
around 29%. The chunk loss rate also increases, although
remains at an acceptable rate (3.3% after 30 min). Thus,
whitewashing is still a challenge for reputation systems.
Nevertheless, despite the larger overhead and loss rates,
we note that SimplyRep is reasonably robust to it as these
results are even better than those obtained, via simulation,

14
Despite some quantitative differences, particularly in the beginning of
the attack, which are due to the longer network delays, the results after this
initial period are very similar to those obtained with simulation.
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with both black list and StRepS approaches under collusion
(Fig. 5b).
6. Related work
The literature contains a great body of work on malicious and opportunistic behaviors in P2P systems. In this
section, we discuss some previous efforts to analyze and
ﬁght these actions, focusing ﬁrst on P2P resource sharing
systems in general (Section 6.1), and then discussing speciﬁc studies on P2P live streaming systems (Section 6.2).
6.1. P2P Resource sharing systems
Various types of malicious and opportunistic behavior
patterns have been widely studied in P2P resource sharing
systems as well as other decentralized systems. For instance, various reputation mechanisms have been proposed to reduce the detrimental impact of free-riding in
CPU-sharing grids [32] and selﬁsh behavior in overlay networks [10].
Focusing particularly on pollution attacks in P2P ﬁle
sharing systems, Liang et al. proposed an efﬁcient measurement methodology for identifying and black listing
the sources of pollution and estimating the levels of polluted content in P2P ﬁle sharing applications [4]. Similarly,
Kamvar et al. proposed Eigentrust [33], a system that computes and maintains a global reputation for each peer
based on the opinions of all other peers, weighting each
opinion by the global reputation of its source. Eigentrust
requires a set of pre-trusted peers, thus raising issues on
its practical deployment.
There have also been various proposals of decentralized
reputation systems for ﬁghting pollution in these applications. For instance, in Credence [11], users assign reputations to the objects they download. The system is based
on a distributed vote gathering protocol for disseminating
the object reputations in the network, and on a correlation
scheme that gives more weight to votes from like-minded
peers. In Scrubber [9], in turn, peers assign reputations to
other peers as sources of unpolluted content. A reputation
is locally computed at a peer based on a linear combination
of the individual experiences of the local peer and the testimony of a number of other peers. The testimony of other
peers is used to allow the rehabilitation of passive polluters (i.e., peers that obliviously forwarded polluted content).
Scrubber inherited some of its key components from a reputation system previously proposed to mitigate selﬁsh
behavior in overlay networks [10].
Extending Scrubber, the same authors also proposed a
hybrid peer and object reputation system that combines
the beneﬁts of both strategies [9]. Similarly, in Xrep, peers
vote on the authenticity of objects (polluted or not) and assign reputations to each other as sources of unpolluted
content [12]. Reputation sharing is performed through a
distributed polling algorithm by which resource requestors
can assess the reliability of a resource offered by a participant before initiating the download.
More generally, PeerTrust is a reputation-based trust
supporting framework for P2P systems, which includes
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an adaptive trust model that quantiﬁes and compares the
trustworthiness of peers based on a transaction-based
feedback system [13]. Similarly, in [14], the authors proposed a distributed reputation mechanism to detect malicious or unreliable peers which combines local and
aggregate opinions. The authors also discussed how to
aggregate noisy (i.e., dishonest and inaccurate) votes using
weighted majority techniques. Wang and Vassileva proposed a Bayesian network based trust model and a method
for building reputation based on recommendations in P2P
ﬁle/service sharing networks [15]. Like other methods
[9,10,2], these three mechanisms combine local experiences with the opinions collected from other peers (i.e.,
network testimony) to compute a local reputation, weighting the opinions of other peers by some measure of their
credibilities at the local peer.
We here are focused on P2P live streaming systems.
Thus, although our new SimplyRep reputation system
shares similarities with some of the aforementioned mechanisms [10,9] (particularly when it comes to how local reputations are updated), our method was designed with the
characteristics of live transmissions (e.g., strict time constraints) in mind. In particular, unlike most discussed
methods, it does not rely on aggregate opinions, but rather
uses only individual experiences to compute local reputations. This was done to avoid the period of convergence
of opinions, which could be too long for current transmission rates and, thus, could lead to great spread of pollution
over the network.
6.2. P2P live streaming systems
In the speciﬁc context of P2P live streaming systems,
Gheorghe et al. presented a survey of security and privacy
related issues for these applications, discussing common
attacks as well as security practices [34]. They also discussed general aspects and features that novel P2P streaming systems should consider in order to minimize the
chances of an attack. Dhungel et al. reported results of an
experiment in a real system showing that a single polluter
may severely reduce the perceived streaming quality [1].
The authors also suggested some techniques to check the
integrity of the data stream, aiming at automatically identifying polluted chunks. In [3], the authors carried out a
formal analysis of content pollution and discussed its
implications in P2P live video streaming systems. They
proposed a probabilistic model to capture the progress of
content pollution, validating it based on a real system.
They showed that the number of passive polluters can
grow exponentially, which can sharply decrease the effective bandwidth utilization due to the transmission of polluted chunks. They also showed that increasing the
number of polluters does not necessarily lead to a faster
progress of content pollution. Finally, they examined several techniques to ﬁght content pollution, advocating for
the use of a hash-based signature scheme.
As mentioned, a number of previous studies discussed
various strategies to detect polluted chunks upon reception, exploiting techniques such as hash-based signatures,
linear digests, star chaining and Merkle Tree chaining
[1,3,16–18]. In particular, Haridasan and van Renesse
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proposed SecureStream [5,6], a P2P live streaming system
implemented on top of an intrusion-tolerant membership
protocol that addresses various types of attacks, including
pollution (or forgery) and Denial-of-Service (DoS). SecureStream ensures the integrity of received data by applying a
linear digests approach, where the hashes of n packets are
computed and combined into a single digest packet, which
is then signed by the sender. The signed message needs to
be sent to the receivers prior to the dissemination of data
that it corresponds to. This approach incurs in an overhead
of one hash per packet plus the cost of a single signature/
veriﬁcation operation over n packets. Wong and Lam, in
turn, proposed that the sender computed the hashes of a
limited number of consecutive packets in the stream, using
them as leaves in a Merkle Tree where each internal node
consists of the hash of its children [16]. Each packet can be
veriﬁed upon receipt, as it carries the signed root node and
the hashes of all needed interior nodes in the path from the
root to itself in the Merkle Tree. SimplyRep can be applied
jointly with any existing method to detect polluted chunks.
For evaluation purposes only, we here assumed a hashbased approach that allows us to check the integrity of
each chunk immediately after it is received, although any
other strategy, such as the ones discussed above, could
be adopted.
Some other studies tackled the pollution attack in P2P
live streaming systems by proposing reputation mechanisms. In [20], for instance, the authors proposed a black
list based reputation system to detect malicious hosts,
focusing particularly on the scenario where some hosts
may lie by submitting forged reports to the black list server. They formulated the problem of computing a peer’s
reputation in the presence of lying hosts as a minimization
problem, solving it using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. In [2], we proposed and evaluated StRepS, a decentralized reputation system that computes the reputation of
a peer i with respect to a peer j based on the individual
experience of j with i as well as the individual experiences
of j’s partners (network testimony) with i. StRepS shares
great similarities with Scrubber [9], particularly in terms
of its key components, with adaptations to the context of
live streaming. Both StRepS and the system proposed in
[20] update the reputation of a peer based on the fraction
of polluted/corrupted chunks received, a deﬁnition that we
keep in our design of SimplyRep (see Eq. (1)).
In [35], the authors focused on a particular type of pollution attack, namely a typhoid adware attack, where polluters only partially alter the content by, for instance,
inserting advertisements. They studied the impact of a pollution attack in popular streaming models, under various
network settings and conﬁgurations. They observed that
the feasibility of the attack is sensitive to the speed at
which an attacker can modify content. Finally, they also
discussed some defense mechanisms, including hashbased veriﬁcation and a decentralized reputation system
based on a Bayesian trust model.
Hu and Zhao proposed a trust management system to
identify attackers in P2P live streaming systems [8]. They
also investigated possible attacks against the trust management system and analyzed its robustness to those attacks. In [7], the same authors proposed a joint pollution

detection and attacker identiﬁcation system that relies on
the previously proposed trust management system to
quickly identify polluters. They considered different strategies to detect polluted chunks aiming at investigating
the tradeoff between pollution resistance and system overhead. One such strategy was based on a combination of
Merkle-Tree chaining, Reed-Solomon based authentication
and early decoding,15 whereas the other was based on an
adaptive early decoding strategy.
In [21], Kang and Wu proposed to ﬁght pollution attacks
in P2P streaming systems by introducing a trust management system that, like other reputation systems (including
StRepS), combines both individual and aggregate trust estimates, referred to as direct and indirect trusts, using a linear function. One interesting aspect of the proposed
method is a conﬁdence factor that can dynamically adjust
the weights given to the direct and indirect trusts. The
authors also proposed a new method to model the direct
trust, which unlike our approach (Eq. (1)), has an exponential decay with the exponent being the number of polluted
chunks received. The indirect trust, in turn, is similar to the
computation of network testimony in StRepS (Eq. (3)).
Focusing on other types of malicious and opportunistic
behaviors in P2P live streaming systems, Ripple-Stream
[22] is a framework to improve the resilience of these systems to DoS attacks. It exploits existing credit systems to
introduce credit constraints in the construction of the
overlay, such that malicious nodes are pushed to the fringe
of the network. Similarly, Oversight [36] aims at preventing both selﬁshness and DoS attacks by running a separate
P2P download rate enforcement protocol applied to each
participating peer. Finally, Tang et al. proposed an incentive mechanism for peer cooperation in live streaming that
offers service differentiation to users with different contributions [37]. The system was evaluated on PlanetLab.
Our focus here is on quickly detecting and isolating content polluters. To that end, we proposed a novel decentralized reputation system which, unlike existing approaches,
rely only on the individual experiences of each peer, and
thus is not impacted by possible divergences among the
opinions of multiple peers. To allow peer rehabilitation,
we also proposed a decentralized dynamic reputation
threshold mechanism such that each peer can independently adapt its local threshold of minimum reputation
based on whether it perceives that the system is under attack or not. To our knowledge, our approach is original and,
based on the results discussed in Section 5, leads to superior performance in comparison to both a centralized black
list and a decentralized reputation method that uses both
individual and aggregate opinions to compute reputations
(e.g., StRepS).

7. Conclusions and future work
P2P live streaming has become a popular method of
transmitting live content. Due to its popularity, it may be
the target of attacks and opportunistic behavior. In this
15
Received chunks are decoded before their playback time so that
polluted chunks are detected as early as possible.
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article, we studied a particular type of attack, a pollution
attack, where polluters collude and forge data. We showed
that simply relying on a method to detect and discard
polluted chunks is not an effective strategy, as polluters remain active in the system, leading to great retransmission
overhead. Effective anti-pollution techniques for live
streaming must quickly isolate polluters, and should be
simple and ﬂexible. To that end, we here presented a new
decentralized and light-weight reputation system, namely
SimplyRep, to identify and penalize attackers as fastly as
possible. Unlike most previous reputation mechanisms for
P2P systems, SimplyRep relies only on individual experiences of a peer to compute the reputation of its partners,
and thus is more robust to divergences in the opinions of
multiple peers with respect to a given participant. We also
designed a mechanism to dynamically adjust the minimum
reputation threshold of each peer, which is important to allow peer rehabilitation. Our experimental results, based on
both simulation and experiments on PlanetLab, indicate
that SimplyRep greatly outperforms both a centralized
black list and a previously proposed decentralized reputation system, particularly in case of a collusion attack from
a reasonably large number of polluters, being also very
robust under dissimulation attacks. Our results also show
that SimplyRep is reasonably resilient to the challenging
whitewashing attack.
A lot of work remains to be done, but the results obtained here are promising and display the potential of
our simple approach to ﬁght attacks in P2P live streaming
systems. Possible directions for future work include further
evaluating SimplyRep with larger and more dynamic peer
populations, considering other metrics of streaming quality in our evaluation, as well as investigating alternative
heuristics to compute the local reputations and to dynamically adjust the minimum reputation thresholds.
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